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Introduction
Monday 18th 2019
MORNING SESSION
TURKEY TEAM Digital Storytelling to promote Cultural Heritage

METHODS

The killer game

TARGET GROUPS

All

LEARNING

- icebreaker
- communicate without words
Digital Storytelling

-They gave us traditional
ethics
-They gave us Turkeys
dilights
Presentation of their country
(info geography, culture,
History, tourist sites)
MAIDEN TOWER
9 slides , key words
Fortune teller, destiny, snake
and tower
They divided us in groups and
asked us to write a story with
the photos and the key words.
We present our stories and
after the facilitators told to us
the reap story of Maiden
Tower.
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All

Youth; Adults;
Elders

- ways of presenting specific
themes using tools like videos,
parts of movies, power point,
animation .
- coming together and checkin;
- listen to each other's
perspective and perception of a
term;
- find a common place to start
and clarify;
-Activation of our imagination.
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Santa Claus- Saint Nicolas
- Presentation and photos.
- Mendana
Mystic dance of Sufi religion
holy men.
-MIDAS
Midas History- videos and
photos

All

-KARAGYOZ
Videos with Karagyoz
Shadow theatre
Traditional Dances
Religion Festivals

Digital Tools
Menti.com
Kahoot.it

Youth; Adults;
elders

- introduction of a topic;
- different learning outcomes,
- exploring Learning Goals

All

Energizer:
Dance is an active way to
motivate the body and the sprit

BREAK
SLOVENIA
Polka dance

VIDEO presentation of Slovenia
country

-The story of the King
Frederick andVeronika
Working in small Groups
( mixed s,groups )
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Info about the country

All

Building a story over the
King’s legend.
Narration of another story.
-The stone and the needle
Bilding a story
Small groups
- Using the 3 words
Giant, wife, needle
Forming new groups and
exchange between them the
stories build at the previous
groups

All

-be creative
-be imaginative

TOWN STATUES
Show photos with town statues.
SMALL groups
Taking a photo every small
group has to imagine the story
Behind the statue.
Presentation at the end to all
At the end the Facilitators told
us the true story of the statue.

Adults. teenagers

- To be creative and
communicative through
pictures;
- Learning and felling the
History of another coutry.

AFTERNOON SESSION

VISIT AT
ROZARIO
CENTRE OF
Seniors

Every country introduced the
group and the place thee live.
-Portuguese presentation over
their history, political and
social throuth the personal
stories of the seniors.
-Creation of a platform with
GOOGLE maps that is mark on
the personal story and the
region that took place.
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